The inability of the contemporary city to create human interactions, plus an evident detachment of architecture from everyday life along with the loss of its social purpose, leads to wonder in which Value architecture must believe to produce urban spaces as social and cultural identity.

The research identifies this Value in the Human Scale that, thanks to its inter-disciplinary and inter-scalar attitude, can fill the social gap between architecture as an object, politics and everyday life in city spaces.

Starting from the meaning of Human Scale related to the 21st-century cities, and Jan Gehl’s researches, the theoretical framework is constructed around human science and built environment and converged into the most human aspect of the city: its politic.

The formulation of new design paradigms, the role of communication and narration of city and urban performances influenced by the pressure of the central crisis of the century, are identified through the revisiting of new and old disciplines as service of the public realm.

This research suggests a political and architectural analysis of city spaces realized in recent years thanks to specific urban strategies (NYC model starting from Bloomberg administration) and spatial visions (BIG Bjarke Ingels Group).

The thesis aims to propose a relational and organic synthesis between designers and administrators work through the common factor of the Human Scale.
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